•'Don't ever dare to take your
collego as a matte r of course—
because, like democrac y and
freedom , many people you'll
never know anything about
liave br oken their hearts to get
ft for you. "—Alice Duer Miller
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¦ ¦ ¦ Congratulations to the football
.u
.
*m
:f
: nDespite any rumors you may have team. For its win oyer the KDR's.

heard , all the KDIi's survived Parents' Week ' etid. Before this article
gets on in length we'd like to extend
our congratulations to oiuc two
new pledges, Hapk : Baize and Hunk
Hanford. ^Both' ??ge&tlemen—-with.
several , of the brothers—were responsible for that large (12'_8')
prize-wirming elephant ? that you sawmost of Saturday out in front of
our establishment. (Note to color
blind students—our elephant was
gray and not pink.)
The mam event on Saturday after
the game was our ,.Parents' Reception; tea dance and buffet supper.
The Social Committee at KDR consisting of Brothers Dinwoodie, Art
Smith, Blakelock, Brown, Dick Davis, MacLean and Engdahl under
the chairmanship of Lee Fernandez ,
made this successful Open House
possible . ' About 200 attended in all,
including our administrative and
faculty guests Dr. and Mrs . Bix^
ler, Mr. and Mrs. Benbow, Mr. and
Mrs. Re, Mr. and Mrs. Whitlock
and Brother Berschnieder.
Homecoming is-upon us and we're
extending a jazzy invite to all yon
owners of the racoon coat and sacky
dress over to the second annual
mash at the infamous "Club 20."
If you don 't mind; sawdust on the
floor and an. intimate cave-like atmospbere,; DROP OVER TONIGHT;
Charlie Russ' band will play those
bouncy numbers .on the main floor
while strains of Dixie will soar up
from the basement annex. P. Scott
Fitzgerald will be proud .
Hey man 1 And a P. S' .to this—
in i a form of congratulations to
Brother Art Goyette on losing his
pin last week end.
See you Flapper Dappas tonight !

Captain Palmer did himself proud.
Even Parsons looked good.
Silent Bob Erb , the Bobby Locke
of Delta U., offers no comment on
anything at any time to anyone.
Mickey was overheard saying, "Oh
Bob, don't go to war." Seems she
had recently read Hemingway's
"The Sun Also; Rises. " •

Phi Delt

Parents' Weekend has .come and
gone and the good ship Phi sailed
bravely through the storm. Many
of the folks came back and all were
impressed and pleased except Buzzy Miller 's parents, who recommended a change in roommates.
Wouldn't you , if your son roomed
with Axel Boh Johnson, Big; Dickon
Anderson arid Leaky Lee Larson ?
We all had a good time and agree
heartily that parents are here to

stay. ' - .

-

: ¦¦ ¦
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We were visited by our national
representative during the past week
and his suggestions were very
worthwhile. We now have "a flag
pole so the blue and white is waving again. We also hope yon noticed our poster for the Tufts game.
We were very disappointed we didn't

> , Yr . YYt.f > WY- \:,
Parents' Week end gave some of

win. You ought to get some prize
for entering after three years
lay¦
off ,;. ;; : K- . ; ;f. Y. '. Y ¦; - .; '
A squall came up Friday and the
good ship Phi's football team took
it on the chin 18-6. We would just
like : to . i say that the voyage . isn't
over yet. ' ".. '
By the time you read this, Homecoming Weekend will be under way.
The Phi's hope you all enjoy yourselves and drop over and say hello
during the week end. We have a
big jam session Saturday after the
game, so come all. And a word to
the wise : he who dances must pay
the fiddler.

Hello, :hello, ; hello, Colby. As we
sit here, dancing to the somber music of Bunny Berigan 's "I Can't
Get Started,'' frowning upon. Alfanp writing his girl , watching Moore
goof, we think of many things : 1.
Rosen , Zambello and Co. rolled over
the Phi's last : week, 18-6 and are
still undefeated ; bring on the
Dekes. (Nice going boys,) 2.
Bartlett is now , the new ping-pong
champ of the house, having won 4
out of 5. (Nice going Dick.) 3.
Payson Sawyer will be out of the
infirmary in three months (nice
going Payson.) 4. John Fisher is
seeing his psychiatrist. (Nice going Johnny.) 5. C. Edward Hatch
and Al Nagy are having a great

GLASS HOUSE OWNED
BY MAN WHO NEVER HEARD
OF OLD PROVERB

TOMATO SANDWICH MADE
BY AMATEUR TOMATO
SANDWICH MAKER

us a chance to get a better insight
into the intentions of some of the
brothers who have pinned Colby's
"young lovelys"r-what's this about
Rev. Hatch and Mr. Wyckoff talking , about a dowery?
Bob "Fingers " Pettegrew has
switched :to the bass (fiddle , that

ATO

.

week end planned, for i.the boys and Zetes on ' Wednesday.. All-Augusta
girls. (Nice ' 7 going ' C. ^Edward conference lineman . "Meatball'5
Kinsman, is out' .for the week with
Hatch and Al Nagy.V
- :;;
a crippled pinky., .¦;; •
Everyone
is
quietly
recuperating
Dek:e
from a very hectic week and; looks
In answer to the many questions ing forward to Homecoming/ which
about the strange odor hanging in we expect will be one of Delta Kapa low gray fog around John Jake's pa's bigger and better blasts.
window, we want to remind the more
sports-minded
students that a
Lambda Chi ' !'' .
shrine is not a shrine/without incense. . . "roomie" Ziegler handling Having been under the l/tortuous
publicity campaign very capably, strain of exuberating their!' best beand Jake resting well. * v'- ;. i« ' v havior over Parents' Week! end, the
One of last year 's greats, Lefty Brothers are ready to let loose for
"Reddy Kilowatt" Carver is man- the approaching Homecoming. Easy
;
aging the plug and socket depart- does it, fellows !
ment of one of Waterville's bigger
We were pleased to have: some of
hardware stores. Another old face , the parents as our guests , at open
"Chop" Fowler, showed Monday house after the football game Sat;¦ ;. - ..
night trying hard to look the same urday.: ' .
as ever, despite a Marine scalping.
We received a letter from V John
¦
= In preparation for Parents' Week Martin this week . He has improved
end, the brothers held a small tea a great deal and is hopeful of rein Mouse's room on Friday after- turning to school next semester.
noon , with Meatball and Doug com- Hey, Schieb, what happened when
ing out on the short end. Johnston you went to have your picture takwas as rare as many and rarer than en for the Oracle ? You won't bemost—if it doesn't rain in the next lieve this, at least I didn 't, but
few days, we'll have to get a scrub the camera actually broke. We are
detail on the back wall of the house. indeed fortunate to have the celeMarty still going incognito. . . . brated Mario Bogren , star of "On
"Frank" Van Praag still dominat- the Waterfront," -in our house. Does
ing the-weaker sex in the Spa. As anyone know the whereabouts of
this thing goes to press, Coach Krieges ? We miss him. We were
Moorehouse has coached the Dainty feeling sorry for Ronnie, until letDekes to an unbeaten season con- ters started pouring in from the
sisting of two contests—we face the
Continued on Page Nine

RICH SARDINE WITH
PRIVATE CAN

OUTSIDE WORLD
AS SEEN BY LITTLE MAN
LIVING IN BEER CAN

What makes a Luck y taste better?
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The house welcomes Dick Magill
to the fold. Nice to have you
aboard, Dick !

AL CO R E Y
MU SIC CEN TER

to ta ste better !
OB

RECORDS AND
MUSICA L INSTRUMENTS

Doubtless,you've guessed that the Droodle
two-gun- cowboy
is: Careless
at the right
,
, .,
.,
. '
. ,
enjoying better-tastu ig Lucky while waiting in ambush. Lots of other two-gun cowboys—and many millions of no-gun folks—
agree that Luckies taste better. Students ,
for example, prefer Luckies to all other
brands , accordin g to the latest , biggest
coast-to-coast college survey. Once again,
the No. 1 reason is that Luetics ,taste
better. They taste better because Lucky
Strike is the cigarette of fine tobacco...
_uid Vita Toasted" to taste better. Vita
Toasted' -the famous Lucky Strike procw
eSS—tones Up Luckies * light, mild, good4.--4.,
*„„
. +«
m n i»_ U ' 4.nfl *fl _ -r_ ™
.!™™tobacco
to make
tastin
g j.
% taste even
better. So, enjoy the better-tasting cigaaj-»;i-_
M ,. f tLucky
-,«i-« Strike.
-~i4rette
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Freshmen Women
Elect Hon. Com,
The' Freshmen Women have elected, their own Honor Committee to
carry out the honor system hy which
they now have 10:00 library permission for study purposes. : , The
committee consists of Carol Heeks,
Carol Hendricks, Louise Mullin,
Betty Buhar, Nancy Harmon, Marie
Lou Storm, Mary Ellen Chase, Mabel Sui, Cecili Von Heune and Polly Norris.
This idea was started last year
by the freshman class itself in order
to facilitate studying. The program is intended for study only,
not a date night.
All violations are to be reported
by the offenders themselves to the
members of the Committee, who will
suggest possible punishments.

Lovejoy Sward
To J. St. Wi ggins

The campus will' be,'buzzing " this
week end. The . : fraternities yare
outdoing themselves with their plans
for open houses Friday night and
Saturday after the game. . . The
Tau
Delts look forward to seeing
Each year Colby honors the memlots
of
old grads back for the fesory of one of her graduates , Elijah
They are having Al Cory's
tivities.
Parish Lovejoy, America's first
band
at
their Friday night party
martyr to the freedom, of the press ,
and
a
post-game
party Saturday. .
by selecting to be a Lovejoy Fellow
The
Deke
house
is having Oscar
some American journalist who has
ma de a significant contribution to Brown's orchestra for dancing Frihis field. The fellowship was first day night. . . Friday, night is "Flapestablished in 1952 for the purpose per Night" at the KDR Club 2Q. . .
of encouraging in the field of j our- The Phi Delts are having a combo
nalism that spirit of fearlessness for dancing Friday night and Ducky
and freedom which is in keeping with Mansfield's jazz band Saturday afternoon. . . A Bowdoin jazz band,
the Lovejoy heritage'.
The
Emanons, will be playing at the
Announcement has been 'made by
ATO
house Friday. . . The Zetes are
President Bixler that this year's reentertaining
Colby with the Bob
cipient of the honor will be J. Rus, Society : Band
Percival
Portland
sell Wiggins, - managing editor of
(with
vocalist)
Friday
and . Fred
Fre shman. Interim Committee — left to rig ht , f ront row — Fran the Washington Post , and chairman Petra's Memphis Dixieland Seven
of the - Committee on Freedom of
Wren, Mary Stetson , Sall y Fritz ', Second row — J an Nickerson, Information
of the American Society in the game room Saturday after"
Stone
Photo
b
y
Bruce Blanchard , Leo Famolare.
of Newspaper Editors. His brilli- noon. . . . More jazz at the Lambda
Chi
house Friday with Gordon
Mademoiselle magazine has anant work in fighting to bring to the
group
playing. . . The . DU's
Howe's
nounced its 1954-55 College Board
American public facts about their
will
have
a
combo
for. both dancing
Contest. Those who are accepted
government which have been in the
for the Board will test their abilipast stifled under the official stamp and a jazz concert Friday . . All of
ties for professional jobs in art,
of "classified," or "top secret," is the houses asked the ECHO to stress
fashion, writing, promotion, merresponsible for his selection as the the "open house" aspect of their
chandising or advertising on three
one who most exemplifies the fur- parties for Friday night* and gatherassignments during the college year. This exhibition will be held , .at
thering of the Lovejoy tradition. ings after the game Saturday.
The 20 best College Board members Colby College from October 25 to
Mr. Wiggins will be honored at a : Besides parties, Homecoming also
An "International Variety Night"
win Guest Editorships and spend November 9 , and will come to us
convocation on November 4, when gives the Colby undergraduates opa salaried month, in New York writ- from . Westerly, S. I., , Public . Lib- in celebration of IT. N. Week will he will present an address to stu- portunities to welcome the alumni
ing and editing the 1955 Mademoi- rary. There are 30 paintings in the be presented Oct. 27, at 7 :00 P.M., dents, faculty and newsmen. For- back to the alma mater. The schedexhibit, all by New England artists in Smith and Dunn Lounge of the
selle College issue.
grads
mer recipients of the award have ule of events for returning
The; College Board Contest is open and of New England subjects. They Women's Union, by the Internation- been : for 1952, James S. Pope, ex- includes:.
. < ¦
to women undergraduates under 26 have been selected from over 50 al Relations Club, the Cosmopolitan ecutive editor of the Courier Jour- Friday, October 22 .
who are in accredited colleges or paintings which appear in "New Club and the three language clubs nal and the Louisville (Ky.) Times ;
2 :00 P. M. Colby Freshmen vs;
junior . colleges. They must be avail- England Journeys, No. 2," a spcial on campus. Since the "Variety and for 1953, Irving Dilliard , editor Higgins Classical Institute .
able for work in New York for the edition of Ford Times;; -Twenty ar- Night" is open to all, the freshmen of the editorial.page of the St. Louis , 6 :30 P. M. Dinner in Roberts
tists are represented with one or women have 10 :30 permission for
month of June, 1955.
Union for alumni
Post Dispatch. The contest involves writing a more from each of the six New that evening from the Women's Wiggins has served on the staffs
8 :30 P. M. Pep rally outside the
1,500 word criticism of Mademoi- England states. For the most part Student League.
of the St. Paul Dispatch the St. stadium. Bonfire after rally and
^
Professor Robert Barlow will Paul Pioneer Press, the New
selle's August 1954 issue ; or the their paintings deal with features
York open house at, fraternities ' , ' :
and
interests
particularly
close
to
speak
on
the
"Meaning
of
U.
N.
October
or
November
isSeptember ,
Times, and in 1947 was appointed
Annual meeting of the Colby "C"
sues if you can't find the August them , ranging, from well-known Week" . Following this, the I.R.C. to his present position on the Wash- club
one. The idea is to discuss the is- tourist attractions to little-known will present a "melodrama" from ington Post. He is a member of Saturday, October 23
sue as a whole and then select the byway beauty spots or historic odd- American history . with Professor the board of directors of both the
9 :00 A . M. Alumni Council meetfield that interests you most and ments. In all cases , however, they Clifford . Berschneider starring as American Society of Newspaper Ed- ing in Dunn Lounge
criticise it in detail. Entries must reflect something of the flavor and Captain John Smith and the Cosmo- itors, and the Associated Press
9 :30 A. M. Trustees meeting in
be postmarked no later than Nov. variety which New England offers politan Club will; present a program Managing Editors Association .
Roberts Union .
by the foreign • students on Cam30, 1954, and of the winners the top its visitors.
Selection of the journalist "to re- 10:00 A. M. Coffee hour for Colby
Among these 30 paintings we will pus doing songs and dances in their
20 will be guest editors who will
ceive
this fellowship is based on the "C" club in Men 's Gym
spend a month in New York writ- find our own 22 buildings standing native costumes . The French Club
11:45 A . M. Kick-off luncheon in
qualities
of skill , integrity, characing and illustrating the August on Mayflower Hill , painted hy Mr. will give a musical comedy version
Roberts
Union
ter
intelligence
and courage, and is
,
1955 Mademoiselle College Issue. James M. Carpenter , head of the of Cyrano do Bergerac, the Spanish
1:30
P.
M. Colby vs. Bowdoin
made
by
a
special committee apArt Department here at Colby. Club will present a panel program,
After
the
game : Reception by
pointed
by President Bixler . This
. Listed below are the remaining the German Club will present a proPresident
and
Mrs. Bixler, Roberts
year
's committee included : Erwin
29 paintings with their respective gram and the Italian language classs
Union
D
. Canham , editor of the Christian
artists : CAMPUS SCENE - AT will sing Itlian folksongs.
,8 :00 P. M. All college i dance : in
Science
. Monitor; Sevellon Brown ,
DARTMOUTH,
Paul
Sample ; Following this there will be
Women
's Union
LOOKING DOWN MT. VERNON Spanish , records loaned by Profes- former editor and publisher of the
Sunday,
October 24
STREET ,- BEACON HILL, King sor Henry Holland and the lan- Providence Journal ; Dwight Sar,
1
1:00
A
. M. Morning worship in
Coffin ; FARM NEAR DIAMOND guage clubs will lead the group in gent , chief editorial writer for the
Lorimer
Chapel
A series of murals depicting the
HILL , RHODE ISLAND , John singing French , Spanish and Ital- Portland Press Herald and a Colby
2 :30 P. M. Woodsmen Council
sweep of evolution have recently
Russell Clift ; ABANDONED FOUR ian songs . Refreshments will be alumnus ; President Bixler , and ColIntermural
Biology-Geology
been given ' to the
Competition
MASTERS AT WISOASSET, F. served, and everyone is -welcome. by 's trustee chairman , Neil Leonard
At the Colby-Bowdoin game one
departments , by the Art Departof
Boston.
Wenderoth Saunders ; CONCORD
of seven candidates ' chosen . by, the
ment. These murals are the result
BRIDGE , Glenn MacNutt j VERColby men will be crowned Homeof a long terra project completed
MONT'S WHITE RIVER , Henry
coming Queen. The girls who have
under the direction of Prof ,. CarpenE . MoDaniel ; BUZZARDS BAY,
been nominated for the regdl title
ter of the Art Dept , The plan was
Charles Cobelle ; SCENE WEST OF
are Berry Wellersdiek , Lois Weavformulated by Dr. Scott of the BiPR OVIDENCE , Y. E. Soderberg ;
Continued on Page Four ,,, ¦¦ *
ology Dept., and Prof. Carpenter
GREENVILLE
SHIN
P
O
ND
,
,
and materialized through requests
NORTHERN
MAINE , Maurice
Undergraduate public speaking
of tho Biology staff.
D
ay; PE ABODY MUSEUM , CAMthis year at Colby begins with the
The murals havo been hung in
BRIDGE , Loring W. Coleman ;
freshman
contest—tho
Hamlin
the downstai rs lecture room of tlio
BAILEY
BEACH , R OWAYTON , A competitive meet has been or- Prize Speaking. This contest is
Biology-Geology building in which
ganized
for the seven fraternities
George Shollhase ; WISOASSET'S
In- order thaO students may 1' have
the general classes of 'biology and
who
have
shown an eager interest open to all freshmen , whether they
MAIN STREET , F. Wenderoth
are
in
the
speech
classes
or
not
.
opportunity
Sixgeology aro taught. The chief aim
to - attend the Maine
in
testing their woodsman 's potenSaun der s ; THE
OLD
SHIP
minute
speeches
are
to
be
given
game
Orono
at
Of the project is to create an artis,
on October SO and
tialities.
Any non-fraternity teams
CHURCH , HINGHA M , King Cofon
subjects
,
chosen
by
the
speakers,
the
Bates
game
tic impression that will decorate tho
at Lewiston on
fin ; , .< . WASHINGTON STREET, that are, interested are also invited Any
6)"
who
wish
to
e
nter
will
give
Npvomber
room as woll as signify the evolut
he
Ad mi n istrative
DUXBURY. Glenn MaoNutt ; IS- to participate in tho exhibition. Tho tho ir n ames and sub. jec t s t o either
'
Committee
has
tionary trorid. The vivid colors of
voted
that On both
events will take place at 2 :30 SunRAEL
PUTNAM
CAMP
Mr.
Witham
or
to
Professor
Rollins
of
those
tho murals odd a certain liveliness
days,
there
shall bio rid classGR OUNDS, Revington Arthur ; day near Roberts Union., The sched- by Nov, !
. The contest will be held es aft er 10 A . M. On October 30
that lends to the atmosphere of the
ule
is
not
definite
but
will
most
likeContinued on Pago Four
Union , Hurd Room , at th o 10 ¦' and' 11 o'clock classes will boroom, Tho animals, plants and
ly; include tree felling, fly casting, at Roberts;'
'
P.¦ , M. .;¦ on Wednesday, Nov, omitt ed; the 8 and 9 6'olbblc' oiasses
other subjects wore chosen by the
canoeing; and log rolling. The two 7 :80
'
'
¦¦ '
'¦
'
¦ ' ¦"
,
;
8.
.
V . ¦ • ¦ '¦ " > ¦ : ' ". ¦ • ;¦ ¦ ¦¦ . mooting as usual.
students, who executed tho paintOn November
v V ;- ;- , y
latter ones will bo hold on Johnson
. y, , , ¦. y . - , . ; , , . , . .
ings ., , , , . . , ;:, ,
REPORTER'S BOX
Tho Goodwin (alkj ollogo) Speak- 6 the;8 and; 9 < o'clock classes will' bo
| , Poncl. The porformaoe of the men
r
Tho original plant to make n \
Carol Klgor
of action aro , all unpredictable as ing Contest is scheduled 'for ' Deo, omitted ; ' with the 10 o'clock " meo^
long cpnhbo'to'd frioze instoad qf iin,- !¦ ' . - . .
thor o will , bp no practice,;, Those 1. ; Any, in the oollogo are! 'eligible ing at 8 and tlio 11 o'clock'olasses
Jo wr hltnoy
dividual pictures dissolved due . to ;
Katti y Stores ,; '„ • ' ,
activities aro expected to bo a.bang to compete; Thoy should give their mooting at 9. ' Tlio 12 o'clock ^ class'
students graduating arid now stu- I , : , ,; .;; ;
Elllo Gray ; , .
up conclusion to tho Homecoming names arid subjects 't o Professor es will too omitted bri both days! < i':|
dents continuing tho paintings..The
Anno Mando lbauni
.Weekend. It is hoped that tlie Rollins !by ' Nov. 22, ¦ The speeches ; Women 's Student ^Lea gue has sot
¦
'
series, of murals: was ^started about Y:: ;:, ; ' . POtO. BOgron y
gills will malt©; , an appe arance to will bo >of eight [ minutes' length, th<5 following hours ' for ; womon ' ori
'two .y ears', ago 'and pinned ' for . .'pom?
ohp or . on, their, masculine heroes as Notes way bo l us ed, but riot, irianu- Homecoming Weekend ; ¦ 12 :80' on
Johnny Edoa
'
'
,
ploti qn -b y noxt Spring, , , , , .: , ,
the y disp lay their pioneer strength.
Continued on- Pago Niiio y < Frida y night and 1s00 on- Saturday.
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Student Mura ls

Given B. G. Bld g

Woodmen Council Speaking Contests
Plans Inter-Frat To Start Nov. 3
Meet for Sunday
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WHAT IS THE BOOK-OF-THE-YEAR ?

What has become of the Book-6f-the-Year ? It seems that it caught
the interest of the student body f or a few brief days last spring and
then, dropped out of sight again. :
. As some of you may remember, the entire stu dent body selected,
by we migh t add a wide margin , Albert Schweitzer's "Out of My
Life and Thought " as the 1953 Boolc-of-the-Year, The whole idea of
selecting such a book is to acquaint students and faculty alike with
the superior knowledge and wide experience of an outstanding figure.
It has also been an accepted fact that this book would be used in
as many courses as possible in order to give it added impetus. However, this aim has not materialized. No one is reading the book',
either for courses or for general interest. Granted, the fre shmen may
not be too familiar with the idea but it is the responsibility of the
faculty and the appointed committee to familiarize them with it.
We think everyone will agree that Albert Schweitzer is one of the
greatest men of our times, which should be reason enough to read
his book. Added to this, that "Out of My Life and Thought" was
chosen as the Colby Boo_ -of-the-Year, and there should be no question in anyone's mind about the value of reading this article.
Needless to say, the future of the Book-of-the-Year program is at
stake and it is up to the student body to show its interest.

ATTENTION EXCHANGE EDITORS . . .

It has come to the attention of the editors that last week's subscription form could be interpreted as pertaining to the Colby
ECHO's exchange members.
This was not the intention of the paper. The Colby ECHO will
continue to be sent, free of charge, to all school publications desiring
this exchange of ideas.

HELP IT GROW . . .

When in the course of human events it becomes necessary f or all
those Alumni to return to Colby, and to see once again those things
they once held dear , then it also becomes necessary for those Alumni
to declare those things which they deem as their rights. It is their
right to evaluate Colby; it is their privilege to say whether or not we
have progressed ; and it is their duty to uphold Colby.
. This week end you Alumni will invade the campus. You will meet
your old friends and classmates. You will attend the football
gam_ —we hope—and assuredly will attend the fraternity parties.
Then at the conclusion of the week end you will undoubtedly evaluate the week end. What will you evaluate ? We wonder.—You
will say the Mules looked pretty good on the field—the frat parties
were a blast, etc. But how many will say "Colby surely has come
a long way !" We hope many. Remember you are Colby 's link with
the outside, Much of Colby's aspirations depend upon your opinions. It's your comments and views that plant the seed of Colby 's
prestige. We hope you will plant the acorn which will grow into
a mighty oak.

Mew *tyacultif
Captain Lawrence E. Randall has
been assigned to the ROTO staff
here at Colby. Born in 1919 in
Boston , Mass., he received his BS
from Boston University in 1948 and
on MA from Clark University in
1950.
. Ho was an instructor in geography
,imdor tho department of geology
at Colby in 1950-51, . then was recalled to active duty and assigned
tp Donaldson Air Force Base at
G-roonyillo, B. C.,; until Juno, 1952,
C
, aptain Randall was with the Air
Intelligence - just previous to coming to Colby, y
: ,

Evans B. Hold has bee appointed
now head of tho chemistry department . He is a graduate of McGill
University, Montreal, where ho took
his bapoalauroate degree in 1987
and his Ph. D . in 1940. While pursuing his graduate work , he was
graduate assistant in chemical engineering and later a demonstrator
in organic chemistry at MoGfill. For
a brief period after earning his dootoi'ato, Reid was a research chemist
for tho Dominion Tar and Chemical
Co. Ho wont to Middlobury Oollogo
as a chemistry instructor in 1941
and was promoted to assistant professor in 1943. , In 1946 ho left Middlobury to accept an assist professorship at John Hopkins Univ ersit y
whore ho continued to toaoh, until

A Personal Visit
With Dr. Johnson
By Al Clapp

I wish you all could have walked
down with me Monday to visit President Emeritus Johnson. He lives
on the left-hand side of Mayflower
Hill Drive, as you go to Waterville.
I found him working in his garden
on this perfect warm day that I intruded. Here was an altruist.
Here's th« man who more than any
other person was responsible for our
new campus.
I asked him first about his . garden. Dr. Johnson told me that
this was a great love of his. He
used to take care of a vegetable
garden a-nd a flower garden and
once he won a first prize for his
vegetables at Washington County
Fair in Maine. Now he just takes
care of the flowers. He says few
Maine people know anything about
flowers so he supervises this garden
and gets a great enjoyment in tending to it as often as he can. The
groun d gives him the same strength
that it did to Anaoteus, who got his
st rength from his mother, Saea,
goddess of the earth.,
He said, "I've been teaching a
good many years . I remember when
the students and faculty were separate at all times except in classes.
The students tipped their hats at
professors and then memorized their
texts". This is not what Dr. Johnson thinks of the student of . our
age. For one thing the studentfaculty relationship is much different. Students have learned to do
more thinking for themselves. It
is a much more mature college group
at Colby now than there was years
ago. ' I couldn't interview faculty
the way you are doing now, he said
to me. Students can make more out
of very little nowadays.
We started next talking about
the Book of the Year, Out of My
Life and Thought. He said , I wonder if students care for this man—
one of th e great est people-^-amazing. breadth and depth of thought .
None of us know much about the
Bible. It is a wonderful thing
though to have the college talking
and thinking about a man like
Schweitzer—in some respects the
greatest man of the world .
I don't want to end now . Here's
a man you all would enjoy intimately meeting. I end by telling you
his one boast , he never applied for
a position in his life.
accepting the Colby appointment.
Although horn in Canada , Reid is
now a naturalized citizen of the
U, S, He is the author of more
than twenty research articles in
various chemical j ournals and is
widely known as an outstanding
organic chemist .
Dr. Arthur Horschman , apointed
instructor in physics to fill the position made vacant by thp resignation of Dr. Hiroshi Yamauchi , took
his AB degree, with honors in physics , at Brooklyn College in 1950.
Tho following year he received • a
Master of Soienoe in physics at
Yale, in June , 1954 completed his
doctoral dissertation and was awarded tho Ph . D. degree from Yale.
Dij i ; Horschman has specialized in
theoretical physios , with particular
attention to low energy nuoloon
scattering. He will bring to the
Colby physios department somo of
tho latest developments in nuclear
and modern physics . In addition to
his major in physios , Dr . Hovsohman took a second undergraduate
major in philosophy with tho result
that he is deeply interested and
woll versed in the philosophy of soionce ,
i
Urban C. Ullimm , an instructor in
modern languages from University
of Michigan , will toaoh Spanish, filling the vacancy caused last March
by tho death of Prof , Joan Gardiner. A graduate ' Of ' St . John 's Colnlogo , Annapolis'/ Md,, in 1933, he
received his MA. from Middlobury
Collego ;'in 1937, • Ho . has r ecentl y

Doctor J ohnson on his favorite day.

Photo by Stone

Echo and Oracle Staffs
Attend Washington Conference
completed work for a Ph. D . at the
University of Michigan where he
has been teaching for the past five
years.
John C. Gilmore, a graduate of
Colby, has been appointed as instructor in history on a part-time
basis,; to' teach Prof. Fullam's
course, in . American history during
the latter 's first semester absence.
Mr. Gilmore received his MA from
the University of Maine and is head
of the history department of Winslow High . School. He will continue his Winslow teaching, carrying this Colby teaching as an extra
load.
Miss Alice L. D'Amelio of West
Roxbury, Mass., has been appointed
as a new instructor in pbysical education. She replaces Miss Doris
Martin, who resigned in June to
become director of physical education at the YMCA in Honolulu, T.H.
Miss D'Amelio, a graduate of
Tufts College in 1953, has taught at
Simmons College and Uoslindale,
Mass. High School. During the
past summer she was program director at Camp Quinibeok , Ely, Vermont , and also attended the Merestead Hookey Camp at Camden , Me.
B wasnn bmm bin bm „mmm mm
COLBY" PAST & PRESENT
Continued from Page Three
er > Kathy McConahy, Maurgaite
Perrini , Lia Belzer, Louise Mullen
and Fran Wren .
A fitting climax for tho week end
activities will be the Homecoming
Formal Saturday night from eight
until twelve. Oscar Brown 's orchestra will provide music for dancing
and cider and doughnuts -will be the
refreshments. Decorations are in
keeping with the theme "Colby,
Past and Future," as this- is the
25th anniversary of tho idea of moving tho college to Mayflower Hill .
Tickets aro being sold by representatives in all tho dorms and fraternity houses and will bo on sale at
the door , Tho Camera Club will be
on hand to take individual or group
pictures, With so many fabulous
plans , this should bo a groat wook
end for everyone ,

Five members pf the student body
are now in Washington, D; C, attending the Associated Collegiate
Press Conference being held at the
Hotel Statler on October 21-22.
Vonnie Noble, Becky Rowe, John
Jubinsky, Charlie Morrissey and
Dave Mills, left Wednesday noon
to represent the ECHO and the
Oracle at this conference for editors and student publishers from
all over the United States. . This is
the first time in the school's history that Colby has been represented at such a gathering.
The purpose of the conference is
to give students papers the benefit
of ideas from other parts of the
country and to learn from the best
newspapermen and writers in the
business. By the use of panels, informal discussions and lectures it
is hoped that each delegate may
gain information concerning the
problems of his own publication and
also perhaps to give of his own experiences and knowledge . Meeting
on layout', headlines , role of advisors, paper policies, makeup and
general forms will be held. Thus
there will be an opportunity to attend the session which pertains
most directly to each delegate's
questions.
A convocation on Thursday morning opened the Conference. J. Russel Wiggins , managing editor of tho
Washington POST, and Roscoe
Drummond, Washington Bureau
Chief of the New York HERALD
internationally
TRIBUNE , and
known columnist, wore the featured
speakers. Mr. Wiggins will be at
Oolby later this fall to receive tho
Lovejoy Fellowship for outstanding
work in journalism , The conference
closes Friday night with" aNbanquot
and dance for all delegates and advisors.
SHARON, CONN., Dick . Dodge ;

THE COUNTY HOUSE , NEWFANE , Marion Huse; SMUTTY
NOSE ISLAND, William Barss ;
THE S0RTWELL MANSION, Wisoasset , F.

Wenderoth

Saunders ;

VERMONT BACK R OAD , Paul
T H E REVERSIBLE
Sample )
FALLS,' Francis . 'Hewitt'} APPRO ACH TO BENNINGTON , Ma-

COLBY PAINTING
rion Huso j WIOKFORD HARBOR ,
Continued from Pago Throo
BRISTOL INN , Arthur Healy j Maxwell Mays ; BETHLEHEM
NEWBUBYPOBT, Gleri Krauno j POST OFFICE , Goorgo Shollhase;
WATERFRONT AT BRISTOL, DANBURY TO MIDDLETOWN;
BERKSHIRE
RHODE ISLAND, John Russell Charles Cobollo j
Clift ; - 80UTH FROM LIBRARY, LOVERS' LEAP, Dick Dodge ,

;liying after graduation , but ordithis educational purpose plays mm Get nil
Spcializccl.Versus aanarily
, .very secondary role in the liberal
arts curriculum. The philosophy of
Liberal Education the
sca
colleges in this regard seems to
be that such educational objectives
as clear thinking, critical appraisal
and analysis, a sense of values, and
the ability to be intellectually creative are more important and less
likely to be achieved in any other

Colleges ¦are by no . means insensitive to the • economic situation of
the world, around them. Every college feels a sense of responsibility
for preparing its students to earn
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environment than is the acquisition
of purely vocational skills, abilities,
techniques and special knowledge.
The college graduate in normal
times can reasonably expect to find
prompt and adequate employment .
What he lacks in specialized training is compensated for by a mind of
independent thought, imaginative
and creative perception. Such, at
least,' is the hope of the colleges , and
experience had , in the main, proved
them right . Times of economic depression do come, however, when
only the specialist who has been
trained to do a particular j ob has
any hope df gaining employment.
It is in times such as these that college curricula change so as to emphasize the vocational possibilities of
their offerings .
Even the warders of the ivory
tower are well aware that it is an
unsound policy to flood a dwindling
market with an unsalable product.
A knowledge of the past makes
these three, things especially clear :
that society cannot be recognized
overnight ; that , a traditional society will eventually formulate systems for the adequate satisfaction
of human needs and adjustments ;
and that social readjustment will
never be accomplished either by those
who are ignorant or by those who
are indifferent . It is only through
leadership, enlightened leadership,
that social changes can be accomplished rapidly, effectively, or satisfactorily.
In a society that places as much
faith as ours does in formal education as the best means of producing
enlightened leadership, it appears a
clear responsibility of liberal education to provide the background
and the training from which such
leadership may emerge . (From Report of Committee on Self-Study,
Beliot College.)
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freshments will top off the evening.
OUTING CLUB
A Katahdin Council supper ' was
held this Thursday at the Great
Pond Lodge. A sportive time was
had by all as they were canoeing,
sailing, singing and eating.
A festive hayride and supper is
planned for October 30. The wagons will leave the men 's quadrangle
about 5 :30 and will take the crowd
out. to the ski slope where a supper
will be served. After supper the
wagons will continue their journey.
The sign up lists will be outside
the Spa ' Monday and Tuesday
mornings . In order to accomodate
those on the trip it will be necessary

t

WELCOME

j

HOME!

REMEMBER THE COLBY FAMILY!
Purchase all COLBY Souvenirs , Novelties , etc., at the

COLBY

:

to limit the ,party to 60 people..
The Outing Club has also proclaimed Saturday, October 30 as
Clean Up Day out at the ski slope,
rounding grounds into shape for the
coming winter season. Cars will start
to leave the quadrangle at'-l'tSO. Besides being useful to the> club/ a good
time is guaranteed to all.
Anyone having suggestions;.fp.r a
Winter Carnival theme niay submit
them to Nori Edmonds or Art Engdahl .
At the Outing Club meeting on
October 9 three new members were
elected to the Katahdin Council.
They are Jean Van. Curan/ Val
Vaughan and Dick Eveleth.

BOOKSTORE

Miller Librar y
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"He's the most sought-after 'Rushee' on campus . . . It 's r umored he
can cut hair and may even have a barber Uc&t0^^~ ^^^
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Inside every "Viceroy tip is a vast network
of 20,000 individual filters to filter your
smoke over and over again. You get only
the full, rich taste of Viceroy's choice tobaccos . . . and Viceroys draw so freely.
Yes, you get Viceroy's remarkable new
tip ... with 20,000 individual filters ...
plus king-size length for only a penny or
two more than cigarettes without filters.
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The three B's of Colby 's faculty—
Birge, Bliss and Benbow—-will lead
a discussion of SCA Sunday night
at 6 :30 in the Chapel Lounge. The
discussion will be similar to those
in which these professors participate
in the Spa almost every day. There
will be a worship service, and re-
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Velvet Foam will be the most important beauty discovery you've made in years !A completely non-alkaline way to "wash" your face without any drying or
irritating effects. Whenever you wash your complexion — wash it thoroughly, gently, and beautifully
with Velvet Foam.
;
4% months: supply — $1.50 the tube (plus tax}* >; ; ;; ; * ;-
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Danforth Grants
Are Available

cants for ..these appointments " are
cordially invited to apply at the
I
For 'plane and steamship
j
same time for a Danforth FellowI - reservations — Call 261
I
ship, If a man receives the Danforth
appointment, together with
Day
Walter
J.
P.
j i
j
a
Rhodes
Scholarship, . Fulbright
MAIN
STREET
¦- f
¦¦
J ! v. ' 205
¦ ¦ ;. ' . . .
"
'
"
•.
.
Scholarship,
or Woodrow Wilson
•
"
«J
'
*
Fellowship, he becomes a Danforth
without stipend , until these
tj> The New Puritan
£ The Danforth Foundation, an ed- Fellow
other
relationships
are completed.
X Restaurant , Inc.
£ ucational trust fund in St. Louis,
% ALL ELECTRIC COOKING £ Missouri, invites applications for
?{> Our Kitchen is Open for
%
*t* the fourth class (1955) of Graduate
?*?
Inspection - at All Times
Fellowships from college senior men
MAINE
X WATERVILLE
\and recent graduates who are preparing themselves for a career of
teaching, and are planning
St. Armand' s
j college
to enter graduate school in SeptemBarber Shop
j ber, 1955, for their first year of
3 BARBERS
j graduate study. The Foundation
Phone 1727-W
|welcomes applicants from the
37 Temple St., Waterville
|areas of Natural and Biological
i
*VEV REALLV STUDIED
Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities and all fields of specialization
-AU NI|SrlT L0N6,AND
to he found in the undergraduate
KNEW HIS LESSON WELL...
KNIT
.
|
| college.
President Bixler has named Dean
XMAS
Ernest Marriner as the Liaison Off Yarn s " Needles & 1 ficer to nominate to the Danforth
Foundation two, or not to exceed
| Instruct ion Books J three candidates for these fellowships. These appointments are
fundamentally "a relationship of
encouragement" throughout the
I
s Silver Street
! years of graduate study, carrying
j Waterville
maine J a promise of financial aid within
prescribed conditions as there may
-_—____..__
„ -«-.
.__, __ .^ _
.
J..
*.
be need. The maximum annual
grant for single Fellows is $1,800 ;
for married Fellows, $2,400. StuAdvance -'Engineered
dents with or without financial
BRAND NEW 1955
need are invited to apply. A Danforth Fellow is allowed to carry
other scholarship appointment, such
as Fulhright, Woodrow Wilson,
G. E. B., etc., concurrently with, his
Danforth Fellowship, and appli-

All -Danforth Fellows will participate' in : the annual' Danforth Foundation Conference of Teaching, to
be held at Camp Miiwanca in Michigan next September.
The qualifications of the candidates as listed in the announcement
from the Foundation are : mon of
outstanding academic ability, personality, congenial to the classroom

For Grad Study

g'Om^^m^^—

¥%nM^

;

:

j ; :- ^!i.;^ St :.

•!________-—__,—.

__;

_

¦

_

and: integrity and character, including faith and commitment within the
Christian tradition. -, •
All applications , including the
recommendations, must be completed by February 15, 1955. Any student wishing further information
should get in touch with Dean ' Marriner, the Liaison Officer at Colby
;
;
College.

"BUT A@tfHE&LEARNED TO
KEEPALERTTH£EASV/W?/)&WAV.
THIS HANDV,SAFEAWAKENER
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BUT THEM HE FELL ASLEEP
IN CLASS AND FAILED
TO RING THE 3ELI-!
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WELCOME Colby Students I
Visit Tho
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I at a price he can afford to pay 11
j Italian Sandwiches & Spaghetti j
Waterville |
j Main Street

television at the lowest price
in Philco history ! Richlyetyled walnut finish cabinet.
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DIAMBRTS
j{Excellent
j
Meals for the Student !

Picture !

* New Tuning Ease l
Here's famous big screen

I

Maplehurst
Greenhouses

HAVE LUNCH WITH US!
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.:. By 1963 when I retire , I expect
to have saved #11,250 on the
Payroll Savings Plan.

wM

and invested in interest-earning U. S. Savings
Bonds ia your . name. The Bonds are then

did for Bryan Holloman !

tmned over t0 yOU-;

Mr. Holloman first registered for the Payroll
Savings Plan inApril, 1942 while working ia
the Norfolk Navy Shipyards for $65.60 a
week. By 1951 he had saved $4,225 in Bonds;
And now he is well on his way to that $11,250
for his retirement.

It's saf e—it's simple—it really works—
and you won't even miss the mon ey!
'
Payroll Savings is safe—for U. S. Savings
Bonds are as safe as America itself. It 's slmp [e—for , once you sign up al
l th e w ork is
' automatically done for you. It really Works
The Payroll Savin gs Plan makes you
lt ^yoa save money, and at a
-be5^se
save money before you can spend
it!
.
.
r
.
'
good 3% interest. And best of all—you won t
To join the Payroll Savings Plan all you do
even miss the money you -re investing.
is go to your company 's pay office and sign
Payroll Savings worked for Bryan
up to have a certain amount saved out of
Holloman
and .it will work for you.
your salary each payday. Sign up for as little
or as much as you like—it can be as little as
Today, join the Payroll Savings Plan where
a couple of dollars a week. Then each pay- . you work. Or, if you 're.self-employed , join
the Bond-A-Month Plan where you bank.
day, this amount is automatically saved for
you
can
These Plans help you consistentl y save money,
you out of your pay check—before
and at a good 3% interest!
get your hands on the money to spend it—•

'•' . .

•' .
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Tho V. S. Government does not pay tor tbts
advertising, Tbe Treasury Dep artment Ibanhs, f or
their p atriotic donation, the Advertising Council and
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Colby Students ! — For Delicious Food
At Reasonable Prices Visit

THE

ELMS

TEMPLE STREET

RESTAURANT

WATERVILLE

Spend next summer in Europe ; all expenses paid ! j
Students (not Freshmen), preferably members of student activities,
and preferably residing in student dormitories, in Fraternity or Sorority Houses , who aro non-t, and have average or hotter grades, who
aro willing to do- a little worlc during tho school-year, who would .Jikp
to earn an nil expenses paid trip to Europe .ana/ or $1,000.01); write
'
;
..>
,
a short letter for details to. ss ., , : ,
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Infirmary Rules
Announced for 54
The Infirmary, under the direction of Mrs. Susan Fourtine, R.N.,
has announced the following rules
for 1954-55.
1. No nurse on the Infirmary
staff may give any medicine or
treatment without an order from the
Colby physician.
: 2. All persons being admitted to
the Infirmary must bring robe, pajamas "and slippers, and wear them
,

care, i.e., backraos, etc., is is neces- iting hours.

That is, third floor
sary to start early—with the idea patients are hot to visit on the secthat the wards will be closed by ond floor and vice versa.
10 :00 P. M. Visiting hours, of
4. Sane • deportment is expected
course, are subject to sudden change at all times in the Infirmary as in
without notice at the discretion of any other adult classroom or hospi• ' ¦
the college physician such as in the tal.
.-" . . • • case of an epidemic.
5. Dispensary or "sick pall" will
(b) Two visitors per patient at be each morning except Sunday, at
one time. The space between beds 8 :00 promptly.
is small and if an unlimited number
6. Medical excuse procedure. The
of visitors is allowed, the whole college physician will issue excuses
thing is unwieldly.
for absences from classes to stu(c) No sitting on beds. The dents who fall into the following
patient is usually uncomfortable classifications : (1) Students conenough without someone sitting on fined to the Infirmary and Thayer
his feet . Also colds and other com- Hospital , and (2) students treated
municable illnesses are more diffi- by the medical staff.cult to control unless precautions
7. Any insurance hills sent to stu(
are taken. Empty beds must be dents slould be brought to the Inkept fresh for the next patient. No firmary for prompt clearance.
one wants to be put to bed in a
8. No leaning out of windows to
crumpled bed.
talk with friends. Let them in dur(d) No closed doors during vising visiting hours.
\

whenever up and about.
3. Vsiting hours: 2 :30-4 :30 and
7:00-8:00 P. M. These hours have
been designated, with advice of
Student Council, and it is hoped
that everyone will consider the reasons why—
(a) First, the morning hours
are filled with dispensary work,
treatments, bed-making, etc., and
it is impossible to attempt supervised hours at this time.
The period immediately following
lunch is needed for siesta—most of
our patients appreciate this rest
period.
In order to give complete evening
„—--____-.
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names oft America
s Olympic
greats are easily
remembered. Because the men and women we have
sent to past Olympic Games have always given us something to remember them by. Jesse Owen's four gold
medals at Berlin . . . Bob Marinas' decathalon record .
at Helsinki . . . Andrea Mead Lawrence's historic
^double" in women's skiing. In recalling past triumphs "- .' '.
we can all he reminded of a simple fact about any U. S.
Olympic victory; we won because tve were there, and...
«™
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We mwsff be ih ere . • .To Win!-

'

In 1956 America will again take the field in Melbourne,
Australia against the world's best. Some of these nations
w il1 be ver7 tough to beat. For in an effort to insure
victory, many countries, especially those behind the
*r on anc* Bamboo curtains, have entered "governrnentsubsidized" teams. Whether these nations are defeated
depends in large part upon you—and every American
wIl° wou^d ratlier see the Stars and Stripes hoisted
above the victor s stand. You can counlt oh the men and
women we send to Melbourne to perform brilliantly— if
they are there. But it takes money to get them there. '
Which is why LIFE is j oining with the Olympic Committee to urge you to' .,
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The recreation-art aspect of life,
broadly conceived, is the "goodness"
of the good life. This course should
deal , with the values men live by,
with the things of enduring worth
for which men strive, with the
"reach" that:exceeds the "grasp."

j
j

Congress has authorized President Eisenhower to de- . , '' . .
.
clare October 16th;^
;
¦ Hope in h& QctobeivL ', ;V\^.nationrwide telecast is giving_.bw far reaching and effective support. Throughout the
' country, local civic groups, spearheaded b the
Junior
y
Chambersany
Commerce-have actively begun to raise
of are
f unds. M
helping. But everybody can help. And
you can do your share
by mailing a contribution, large
Gr small> t0 tlle Fund's Chicago headquarters, today.

"^Mjj lftViL

¦ >•

A similar course should cover recreation and the fine arts. The natural sciences furnish the knowledge
and techniqques which underlie the
attainment of the ' "good. life. "

L aun d e r e t t e

Andrea Mead tjw renct

y ' ¦' " ¦ ' • .

The freshman year of a liberal and
liberating higher education should
consist of five three-hour, year-long
courses. ... The first three pf these
freshmen courses should he devoted
to the physical, biological and social
sciences. These should be basic
courses, showing the interrelationships between the special and general sciences in each field and the
interdependent relationship . of each
with the other two fields. . . Laboratory specialization should come later, when the student begins his
professional ' training. ' The first
course should deal with historical
development, principles, methods,
pure and applied substance knowledge, and major unsolved problems.
It should-' introduce the students, in
the most comprehensive and • mindchallenging manner, to • what , man
knows about his physical, biological
an d' cultural environments.

Clean Clothes — 0 lbs 70c

Support Ymtr Olympic Team Fundi

^%

How liberal is the education an
able student can get in a good liberal Arts college when he knows
his profssioal objective ? Certainly
not as good as he deserves and the
needs of the times demand. He is
lost in the great mob of incompetents and time-servers ; he faces
a considerable number of required
courses that often have ' no relation
to his later 'needs ; he must meet
the often outmoded requirements
of professional schools ; he must
take many courses of little interest
or value to anyone except specialists who teach them. Thus his mind
is cribbed , cabined and confined—
well-worn
regiment ed ¦.into the
grooves of outworn academic custom and departmental vested interests.

The fifth course should be unified
mathematics, including a good introduction to statistics. Enough
logis, semantics, and epistemology
should be given to clarify the nature , of symbolic communication.
(Courtesy of Professor Bead
Bain , Miami University, Ohio. )
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5 Steps Toward
Liberalized Arts

'
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U. S. OLYMPIC TEAM FUND
540
North Michigan Avonua,Chicago li,llllnbli
Hero's iny contribution— made payable to Unltad States Olympic Team Fund.
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Series.. Opener Is
RatedlToss»Up;: ;

MULE KICKS
'

-

Those of us who were down at Seaverns Field last Saturday saw
what is perhaps the best Colby football team that this school has
fielded for many years, in action. It was a high spirited, h ard fi ghting club, which never gave up un til the fin al gun had been fired.
And yet when this final gun had sounded, this very same club still
did not have a victory to its name in four starts. Why ? I think
last week's contest did much toward answering this question. At
least it told us several things.
1. The Mules have the men with which to win the state series—
consider Don Lake, John Button , Barky Boole, John Jacobs, George
Dinnerman, Chick Marchand, Neil Stinneford and Tom Collins (a
young sophomore who rates much praise for his performance last
week, after spending a week in bed ) —These Boys are all fine football players.
2. The Mules are a team which can move the ball—consider the
passing of Lake to Jacobs, th e power running of Stinnif ord and th e
last Colby drive for the goal line.
3. The Mules are improving on defense every week—consider the
two fine goal line stands. With a little of the same improvement on
pass defense, t he Mules' end zone will see a lot less of enemy ball
carriers.
4. The Mules nave more spirit and drive than Mayflower Hill has
seen in many moons.—The display pu t on by the club before last Saturday's game was really a grand one.
After looking at all this, I think we can draw two conclusions.
!
l. ,Colby has been losing ball games because the team has been
playing some pr etty good ball clubs, and because it has not been getting it s share of the garne's "breaks." Tufts, Springfield and Amherst
all had fine teams, and nowhere in this state will the Mules come up
against a back as good as Tufts' Norman Wright. This is perhaps
as much of an answer to the question of why Colby is losing as can
,
be given at the present time.
.
the
state
se2. The Mules should be one;of the big threats in
ries. If you think the boys wanted to win last week, wait till you see
them tomorrow when the Bowdoin Polar E>ear is on the field to
match them. The men from Brunswick have a fast club and a good
one,- in- spite of the fact that they too are winless—They want to win
this one as much as ,Colby does, and, at present, the game looks
like 3. toss-up, but—the Mules can win if they want to badl y enough—
I think they do.

Jumbo 's Jolt

Mules 28-14

to "Jake" gave the Mules their
other one. Neil Stinneford continued his fine running game, and
scored the first Mule -TD as he
bulled over 'in the second period.

Other Mule standouts were Lee
The Colby Mules lost their fourth
Mathieu
who kicked' the first two
straight football game last Saturextra points of the season and ran
day to a very determined 'Tufts
the ball very well . End Tommy
team, by a score of 28-14, in a game
Collins made some very nice catchthat was played before a large Pares ono of which set up the Mulos
ents' Day crowd of 3,000 at Seav- ,
second touchdown .
erns Field.
Despite the loss, the Mules were Tufts drew first blood in the
never very . far . out of the contest. quarter when they recovered a
Except for somo bad breaks in key Jacob's fumble on their own . 27
spots and tho opposition 's ability yard line and marched down ' the
to work out . of seemingly desperate fiold with Wright going over from
positions by use of tho pass , the eight yards, out. Norm Steward
Mules played the stronger Tufts then footed the first of his four extra points of the afternoon . The
eleven on a fairly even basis.
.The game was , to a great extent, Mules drove , in the second quarter,
a' .-battle br individuals , with Tufts to the Tuft' s three yard line but
Normio Wright, the ' former All fumbled. Later in the period tho
Scholastic fullback from Weymouth, Mulos marched 92 yards , thanks to
Mass., dueling against one of the Lake, Mathieu , Collins and Stinnesmall colleges ' greatest offensive ford , with Neil going ovor from the
duos, thp passing combination . .<Sf six for the touchdown, Mathieu
quarterback Don Lako and end converted tho extra point, Late in
John Jacobs, Both lived up to thoir tho second frame, Tufts ' quarteradvanced/notices as tlio! hard-^fu'nn- back Thompson, passed out of his
^
ing Wright capped off a 78 yard end zone, when it seemed the Mules
drive in tlio first quarter, by scor- had Tufts in ^ danger, to got. the eneing Tuft;s ' first touchdown of tho my out of a deep hole. From there,
game and then, continued his bril- in a matter of minutes , Thompson
Ijani; ^wp-way performance through- took to the air again, this time hitting .Mattsou .fQr , a touchdown., on, n
out i most
¦ of tho remainder of tlio
play that covered some 50 yards.
gamo. '• •'• ' '- ',':
'
'
,
";;Jphji 'Jacobs. continued to- show
In the second half , a holding
tjio . f orm i( thai has plaood hith as' penalty ruined a Colby threat deep
the : number cine small oollogo pass in Tufts territory. Two plays later
receiver,, by catching four ' passes, | Wright made what appeared to bo
ono of whjch was 1 good for a touch- Tuftft ' third touolidowii on a fine
down in the;fourth quarter to oloso ' run , only to -have ' it. nullified -.by- a
out tho Mulos' eqoring for tho day. ' clipping penalty. Oolby hold , on
Oo-oaptain Lalce. ' mixed • his plays but was forgod ' tb icicle, wlioroupon
with his usual ability and Ills .tal- Thompson ran tho Iriolc hack 42
ented right arm set up ono of tvlioi yards for tho third Tufts' six
¦
Mulos '' touchdowns, while his pass! pointer.

The Mule's great quarterb ack- and Co-captain , Don Lake, races
around his own ri g ht end for a first down in last Sa turday's game.
,
Photo by Stone

Bates Powers
Baby Holes To
7-6 Win at MCI
The Colby _ rosh scored a first
period touchdown and then held off
MCI's bid to " win as they defeated
the Huskies 7-6 . Bobbie Bates was
the main offensive and defensive
threat for the Baby Mules . Bates
scored the touchdown on a four yard
line plunge and was exceptionally
good on defensive. Colby gained
on the ground most of the afternoon , but penalties kept them away
from MCI's goal line throughout
the.day. MCI featured a good running attack with Joe Diconzo , who
scored the Huskies ' only touchdown ,
and Scott Tardiff doing most of the
running. Diconzo ran back two
punts for big yardage. Back Barron was the top lineman for the
MGI aggregation .
On the other side.of the ledger ,
Dave O'Brien , Daye Woodbury, B.ob
McDonald , Kent Ccruton , Felix Suchiski, Kevin Connolly and D.on
Crowley stood out for the Baby
Mules. Tho Huskies were well
drilled and showed, good football .
Tlio Baby Mules showed -the .inexperience of never having played together, but they should enjoy . a
good season ,
Next Friday the Higgins Classical Eleven will be in town for a go
with the, Frosh. Maybe the Frosh
will pick this • game to turn loose
the power they have. , Gamo time
is at 2 :00 P. ,M,
In the fourth quarter , Colby was
forced to Icicle, and again Tufts
started another drive , which culminated in Wella' 4.6 yard run for the
final Tufts TD of the afternoon.
After a brilliant goal ,, line stand,
the Mulotf marched 99, yards to a
Score, tlie longest distance thoy
had gone this season . Lake passed
and engineered running plays which
odrr 'iod''' tiio Mulos to the Tufts' 14
yard- linO j from which he • hit Jacobs in tho end zone for thp Mules'
final score. Tills' was Jacobs' 2 _th
completed pass of tho season and
his fourth TO of tho campaign.
Going into tomorrow 's tilt with

.

Bowdoin , neither of the two teams
have won a game but it is evident
that both have ' better clubs than
this season's scores, so far, would
indicate.
J This year's Oolby team has its
best scoring punch since 'after"1 '" the
war , and just needs a couple of
breaks , here and there, to finish
out the season with winning performances against State Series competition.

MOWRY'S
CREDIT JEWELERS

45 Main Street
Let us solv e Your Gift Problems

It's State Series again, Bowdoin
vs. Colby. The Mules will play
their last home game of the season
against traditional - rival Bowdoin
before a Homecoming crowd tomorrow at Seaverns Field. Bowdoin , like Colby, is winless in four
starts so both teams will be keyed
up for the game. The Polar Bears
have a similar schedule to the
Mules and have been nosed out by
Amherst, 25-19; Tufts , 14-7 ;\\ "Williams , 27-24 ; and Trinity, 28-24. Of
course, scores don't indicate everything. Spear-heading the Bowdoin
eleven are hard-hitting linesman
Paul Test and a speedy fullback,
Phil Day. Also, the veteran lineup
features two outstanding ends in
Rous and Murray .
The victory starved Mules, , on
the other hand , have some of the
top performers in the state. Lake
and Jacobs are the nation's leading
small-college • pass-catch combo ;
Neil Stinneford is the state's leading scorer:; and John Dutton "and
Barkey Boole are the best guaMs
in the state. Forming around the
guards are veterans Balph Couture,
George Dinnerman and Chick Marchand. Tom Collins is playing the
other end and has shown much improvement. Don Kupersmith, Dick
Bartlett and Lee Mathieu round out
a commendable backfield.
Bowdoin has a bigger and faster
team on paper hut with fewer "mental lapses" and more breaks , Colby
should get off to a flying start in
the State Series.
«
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I¦•¦ For the Finest in Supplies !

W. W. BERRY & CO.
j
I

I

STATIONERS'

j

Carrying a complete line of

I

j Office and Student Equipment g
1
TRY US SOON!
j
170 Main Street
1
I
I Waterville
Maine
I
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TAR DIF J EWELER
Watervi lie 's
Sterlin g Headquarters
Agent for
Towle — Gorham — Wallace
International — Lunt
Reed and Barton — Heirloom

i

156-158 Main Street
Gives the Colby Student
SHOE REPAIRING and DYING
Quality Service • One Day Service
For your convenience will deliv e r

PwE MOST BE THERE TO

WIN / ]

Send a contri b ut ion to

U. S. OLYMPIC TEAM FUND

©40 North Michi gan Ave ,, Chicago 11, Illinois

SPEAKING CONTEST
better end of a 38-2 score. On Fri' Continued from Page Threq ,
day the undefeated .Bowdoin Zetes ¦'
came up for our annual classic and
By Nan Irons
script. Substantial prizes are availwe edged them 31-6, to take the
able by request of , Mrs. , Forrest
Again Old Man
series trophy.
The dorms were really blazing in Goodwin of Skowhegan.
For this year, Colby will be host
Deering and Obnoxious John Shut© colors this past week end. The girls
to
the Speech Festival of the Maine
»
?J«t«X^M«X"M^>X**M»*X>*M**!*»X»*!**
;a
great
who
made
the
banners
did
were
great
in
both
games
t
.
Y
Y
Forensic
League. There are four
keep
up
the
spirit
for
job.
Let's
??
Y
Zete
As usual, the Zete House is open
•?
**
meetings for the year, rotating
*
this week end.
:< Rollins - Dunham Co. X Last Saturday night , after - , our to everyone on Homecoming Week
Now that physicals and Senior among the Maine colleges. Four
Y
Y Parents' Week end Tea a few of the End. Besides 65 Bowdoin Zetes, Roy
classes of speaking—Original OraY
Y
Shorep, Dave Wallingford and Bet- pictures are through, things have tory, Extemporaneous Speaking,
brothers
set
up
in
the
game
HARDWARE
shop
X
%
settled down to a more natural pace,
room and after the smoke had clear- sey, Tom Fairfield, Jack Carey, with the calm being broken by Poetry Reading, and Narrative and
Hawaiian and Anne, Max Merrill,
t
HOUSEWARES
%. ed., congratulations were in order
Homecoming plans. Gowns are Dramatic Reading—form the pro1*
Y for Toy Leone, who became pinned Marty Monster , Dick Jones, Karl hanging everywhere as the girls are gram. Two contestants from each
Y
Y
Dornish , Ollie Lund , Fritz Barnes,
Maine college are the maximum repWESTfNGHOUSE
%
£ to Berti Muller, of Old Lyme, Walt Russell, Doc Livingstone, Phil getting ready for the Big Event.
resentation . Dates for the meeting
Conn.,
and
to
Bob
McRoy,
who
4*
Y
Hunt, and Milt Stone are expect-: The first rush of hour exams is of Maine Forensic are arranged by
pinned
Janet
Nordgren
Tri
Delt.
X
APPLIANCES
,
X
ed back so its every man for him- in full swing and the burning of the correspondence among the directors
*?
Y
We
played
last
the KDR club
self and women and children first. midnight oil can be seen in all the of Speech Activities in Maine. SatY
i*
dorms. Papers must also he due
<&&&&&*&<rt&> *&<i&i<K^&^i>Wednesday and came out on the
On Friday night Bol) Pereival's since the clack of typewriters is urday, Dec. 4, or Saturday, Dec. 11,
___MH _¦_¦ «¦¦
»¦—__ —_B_ ^__K__ ——a_^___H_^^ |B_R__M_____H—_—¦——¦¦—_B^*&
^¦
E
Band, complete with vocalist, will quite consistent too. The Senior will be by precedent the date for the
go until the wee hours and on Sat- girls' T.B.C. group is progressing Festival . Colby representatives will
Capture the Color with Kodochrome . . .
urday, after Colby's win over Bow- as well as can be expected under be chosen by elimination and traindoin , Fred Petra's Dixieland Mem- these adverse conditions. Basket ing. Any who are interested may
D A K I N S PO R T I N G G O O DS C O .
phis Seven will play until exhaus- weaving, another new Senior diver- speak to Professor Rollins concern67 TEMPLE STREET
WATER VILLE , MAINE
tion sets in. Drop over for a little sion , is rapidly becoming the cry ing possibilities.
of the best on campus .
of the day as tired minds seek consolation.
Paculty guest nights started last
PARK'S DINER
Wednesday.
These after-dinner
coffee hours are a wonderful opporWhere Quality, Service
tunity for us to get to know our
and
professors away from the classroom
187 COLLEGE AVENUE
and I'm sure they enCleanliness • Prevail - •
j atmosphere
joy them , also.
Main Street
Open rushing continues with the
THE BEST IN
closed rush season close on its heels.
Waterville
Maine
The . Ford Self-Study Program was
Open Day and Night
discussed at sorority meetings ' last
week ; Dea.n Tompkins is preparing
forms for each sorority
»q«M» _w.o—I
COMPLETE THE HOMECOMING WEEKEND !
i individual
«g
girl to fill out as well as the detail- ¦I*—<r _ n n^_ amm ^^mmo^^nj ^mo^m
' ¦
'•
:
I
:
1 ed report which each group
will
Visit the
present. At the Sigma's meeting j S U P E R
SHIRT
last week, Dean Tompkins discussed
our contemporary problems with |
j
LAUNDRY
Russia. After refreshments had
been serv ed, an open question period
DRY CLEANERS
was held.
I
Silver Street
Best wishes are in order for Jan
Bachelor Bundle Service
j
Nordgren, Tri Delt '56, on her pinT j
ning to Bob McRoy, Zeta Psi, '55.
Let's all support our Homecoming j 74A ELM ST.
TEL. 183*
this week end and make it one of
the best ever.
_»o< __»o-_»n«_ ^
^^K)«__^-«awo4a _Mi«_»o-«-»o<«»MO« _»o«_Hi«
gl «»<>4_M) _M*M»04_H»«»4)a»<M_M!«H»0«M »0_»t| ;

FRATERNITY ROW
Continued from Page Two
nurses from Springfield. Don't
give up John, she can't have a date
all the time.,
Congratulations to Doug Gates,

Neil Stinneford, Paul Christie and
Buddy Bates on becoming ; initiated
into the fraternity this week,
Neil Stinneford played .another
outstanding game . last Saturday.
Keep.-it up, 'Ne il. /
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Colle ges must

Mend Liberty
All the forces that the universities have at their disposal—administrators, faculties , students and
alumni must arouse the American
people to a new appreciation of their
institutions of learning and., how essential it is that their liberty be defended. Basic to this endeavor is a
greater respect among our people
for education and the status of the
teacher , not merely college professors, but also the teachers in our
elementary and high schools, upon
whom the colleges depend for wellgrounded students. Only an enlightened society that values all of
those who form the minds of our
citizens will protect the freedom
of its universities. Only ah enlightened society can appreciate the
great and continuous emancipation
of humanity that is the bold intellects who generation after generation
challenged authority and dogma,
sometimes at the cost of their lives;
If the present attempt to suppress
freedom' -of thought;.' teach.es our
scholars that they must uphold this

noble tradition , as their ,- predecessors did before theni, -the ^ ordeal
through which :we are passing will
have served a -great- purpose, and
American culture will be placed on
a higher plane than any we have
achieved.
Temporarily the friends of freedom are still on the defensive . But
their ultimate victory is assured if
those whe believe in it band themselves together. Since the history
of mankind began , the seekers for
liberty, truth and justice have been
persecuted and driven underground,
only to emerge once more and be recognized as guides and redeemers.
The great evolutionary forces stem
from reason and the intellect . The
mind creates a personal independence which no demagogue can ignore . And truth has a power which

! " Four Guns To The Border "
!
and "The Golden Idol "
!•
—
—'-— —
I
SUN . - MON . - TUES.

"The Adventures
v 0f Hajji Baba"

j
I
j

<• '

John Derek
Elaine Stewart

no despot ' can subdue.- Above all,
remember that the independent
scholar has more powerful friends
in this " country than you at present
realize* < I need only quote a passage from a recent speech by . that
distinguished American, Chief Justice Earl • Warren : "Liberty—not
communism—is the most contagious
force in the world. It will permeate the Iron Curtain; It will eventually , abide everywhere. For no
people of any race will long remain
slaves. Our strength is our diversity. Our power is in freedom of
thought and of research. "
That is true Americanism. That
is the real reason why academic
freedom is essential—it is the source
of our power as a free nation. (Courtesy of Agnes E. Meyer, Ohio University.)
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"I presu me you could pla y during the last half and I want you to

J
j know I' m a man of my word."
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Ingrid Bergman
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It's the Film that Counts V^ Sj j f if / J ^iff lf aj S y i
and L&M lias th® Best! \p^— "" y a. — F *<I ^ ^ ^B

OFFICE

X&Ms have already won the quickest,
most enthusiastic nation-wide, accept
|since a cigarette ever tad. . Now, L&M
comes . to you in king-size, too .' .'.' the
^ame.greaticigarette^ .qt tfye sa,?ne,lpw
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